TUTORIAL 2
Advanced Distribution Management System
Applications
Background
Distribution Management Systems are becoming increasingly important for a variety of
applications including advanced voltage control, improving reliability and resilience through
automation and reconfiguration, reducing losses, integrating distributed renewables and storage,
integrating load and demand management, making distribution protection more dynamic, and
providing services for the transmission network. These functions require an accurate real-time
model of the distribution network as well as a more advanced customer model that includes the
dynamic load, generation and storage characteristics. When developing plans and requirements
for implementing a distribution management system, it is important to understand the potential
applications, define these use cases, and develop an understanding of the integration
requirements with other existing and planned systems.

Aim of the tutorial
This tutorial will use examples of Advanced Distribution Management Applications from around
the world to help provide a basis for developing DMS requirements. The tutorial will describe
different possible structures for DMS implementation and fundamental requirements for DMS
implementation and integration. Particular focus will be on the modeling and simulation
requirements to support these applications. Then, examples will be provided to illustrate these
requirements in real world applications.

Content
The course will provide an overview of applications, integration approaches, and requirements for
advanced distribution management systems. A significant focus will be technologies and
approaches for the modeling and simulation requirements to support real time model-based
management of future dynamic distribution systems. The following sections are planned for the
course:

1. Overview of Advanced DMS Applications and Requirements for Modern Distribution Systems Mark McGranaghan (EPRI, USA)
2. Modeling and Simulation Needs for Dynamic Distribution Systems - Roger Dugan (EPRI, USA)
3. Approach for Real Time Distribution Simulations to Support Advanced Distribution
Management - Davis Montenegro Martinez – University of the Andes (Colombia)
4. Managing Active Distribution Networks – Graham Ault (Smarter Grid Solutions, UK)
5. Voltage and Var Control Applications including Energy Storage and Smart Inverters – Jason
Taylor (EPRI, USA)
6. Integration of Distributed Resources with Distribution Management – Olivier Huet (ERDF,
France)
7. Discussion

Expected benefits
Participants will gain an improved understanding of:
•
Functional Requirements and Integration Issues for Advanced Distribution
Management Systems
•
Important applications for Advanced Distribution Management Systems
•
Advanced system modeling and simulation approaches to support Distribution
Management Systems

Who should attend
This tutorial is intended for power systems engineers and managers who have responsibility for
the design, management, and operation of distribution systems.

Support material
A copy of all the presentation material used in the tutorial will be supplied to delegates.

About the presenters

Mark McGranaghan (mmcgranaghan@epri.com), Roger Dugan (rdugan@epri.com) and Jason
Taylor (jtaylor@epri.com) are with the Electric Power Research Institute (United States) and are
responsible for research in the area of smart distribution system development.
Graham Ault (gault@smartergridsolutions.com) is with Smarter Grid
Solutions where they have been implementing advanced distribution
management functionality in the UK and elsewhere.

Davis Montenegro Martinez (d.montenegro56@uniandes.edu.co) is a
Specialist in Automation of industrial processes (2006) and M.Sc.
(2012) in electrical engineering from University of the Andes, Bogotá,
Colombia. Currently, he is a PhD candidate from the University of the
Andes and University Joseph Fourier, Grenoble, France.

Olivier Carré (olivier.carre@erdf.fr) is in charge of Distribution
Management System applications at ERDF and involved in most of
ERDF smart grid projects. He is currently responsible for Volt Var
Control functions development and testing as well as Distribution
Operational Planning design. He has been leading the implementation
of automatic restoration functions on ERDF MV networks all over
France.

